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We give a linear time reduction of the problem of finding a minimum independent dominating 
set in a permutation graph, into that of finding a shortest maximal increasing subsequence. We 
then give an O(n log*n)-time algorithm for solving the second (and hence the first) problem. This 
improves on the 0(n3)-time algorithm given in [4] for solving the problem of finding a minimum 
independent dominating set in a permutation graph. 
1. Introduction 
Let II be a permutation on the set I,., = { 1,2,. . , n}, Then the permutation graph 
G(Z7) is the undirected graph with vertex set V(G) = I,, such that vertex i is adjacent 
to vertex j in G(R) if and only if i< j and n-‘(i)>n-‘( j). For any undirected 
graph G, a subset S of the vertex set V(G) is called a dominating set iff for every 
u E V(G)4 there exists v E S such that u is adjacent o ii. Set S is independent if 
no two vertices in S are adjacent. In [4] the problem of finding a minimum indepen- 
dent dominating set in a permutation graph (from now on called MIDS) was 
studied. In the same paper an O(n3)-time algorithm to solve the MIDS was 
presented. Our main result is an O(n log%)-time algorithm for 
Given a sequence a! =a1a2 .--an of numbers, a subsequence of Q is a sequence 
P = ai, Qiz l =* ai, such that il < iz< l *= < ik. If, in addition, ai, <ai,< l ** <Uik, then we 
say that p is an increasing subsequence of a. An inereasing subsequence of a is max- 
imal if it is not a proper increasing subsequence of another increasing subsequence 
of a. A maximum increasing subsequence is one of maximum length. Note that a 
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maximum increasing subsequence is also maximal, but that a maximal increasing 
subsequence may not be maximum. For example. in the sequence 2,1,4,5,3 the in- 
creasing subsequence 1,3 is maxih;ral but not ms; ;.. .mum (for this example the length 
of a maximum increasing subsequence is three, e.g. 2,4,5). 
Section 2 of this paper gives a linear time reduction of MIDS to the problem of 
computing a shortest maximal increasing subsequence (from now on called SMIS) 
of a sequence of n numbers. Section 3 then gives an O(n log2n)-time solution to 
SMIS. As a consequence, anO(n log2n)-time algorithm to solve the MIDS problem 
in permutation graphs is obtained, which compares favourably with the O(n3) 
algorithm presented in [4]. It is interesting to notice that the problem of computing 
the maximum increasing subsequence of a sequence of numbers has been widely 
studied [2,3], while the problem of finding the shortest maximal increasing subse- 
quence has not. Moreover, the known O(n log n) algorithms for solving the former 
problem can apparently not be modified to solve tke SMIS problem. So in spite of 
their apparent similarity, the two problems seem to be quite different. Our 
Ojir log%)-time algorithm for SMIS uses techniques and data structures that were 
originally developed to solve problems in computational geometry. In the weighted 
versions of the MIDS and SMIS problems, anonnegative weight is associated with 
every element of In or a. The problems then become those of finding the minimum 
weight independent dominating set and minimum weight maximal increasing subse- 
quence, respectively. The algorithms we obtain for the unweighted cases can be easi- 
ly modified to solve the weighted ones, so we shall no longer concern ourselves with 
the weighted cases. 
2. A linear time reduction from MIDS to SMIS 
The main objective of this section is to prove the following result. 
Theorem 2.1. Given permutation l7, the problem of finding a MLDS in thepermuta- 
tion graph G(L?) is reducible, in linear time, to the problem of finding a SMIS of 
a sequence of numbers. 
Before proving Theorem 2.1, we shall obtain some easy properties of permutation 
graphs. 
Lemma2.2.LetI=(i&,...,ik) beasubsetofI,;i1<i2<-<ik. ThenIformsan 
independent set in G(H) if and only if II-‘(i,)<W’(i,)< l <lT-‘(i,). 
roof. Follows immediately from the definition of G(n). Cl 
.3. Let I={il,i2 ,..., ik} be an endent set in G(n), with i, < i2< 
en 1 is a dominating set in if and only if the sequence p== 
-‘(ik) forms a maximal increasing subsequence of cx= 
(n). 
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Proof, First observe that Lemma 2.2 implies that sequence p is increasing, so that 
it suffices to prove that I is dominating iff 10 is maximal. 
For the “iff” part of the proof, suppose that ,!? forms a maximal increasing subse- 
quence of a. To prove that I forms a dominating set in G(U)? note that otherwise 
there is a vertexjg Isuch that IU {j)is also an independent set. Therefore (by Lem- 
ma 2.2) we can insert n-‘(j) in /3 obtaining a new increasing subsequence of a 
which properly contains p, contradicting the maximality of /?. 
For the “only-if” part of the proof, assume that I is dominating in G(n). If /? 
is not maximal, then there exists a Jo I” -I such that insertion of K’(j) in p 
results in a $ which is an increasing subsequence of a, e.g. 
B = n-‘(il) . . . n-‘(i,_,)n-‘(j)n-‘(i,) . . . A+&) 
where B is increasing and il < l c ir_ 1 <j< ir< l < ik . By Lemma 2.2, this implies 
that IU {j} is independent, which contradicts the fact that 1 is dominating in 
G(n). q 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. By Lemma 2.3 every independent dominating set in G(Z7) 
generates a maximal increasing subsequence of n-‘(l)n-‘(2)===n-‘(n), and vice 
versa. Then finding a minimum independent dominating set in G(n) is equivalent 
to finding a minimum maximal increasing subsequence in n-‘( l)Z7-‘(2) l ** n-‘(n). 
3. Finding shortest maximal increasing subsequences 
This section gives an O(n log2n)-time algorithm for SMIS. Before giving the 
algorithm, we need some preliminaries. 
Let P be a set of points in the plane. We use X(p) and Y(p) to denote the x and 
(respectively) Y coordinates of a point p. Point pi is said to dominate pi iff 
X(Pi)>X(pj) and Y(pi)> Y(Pj). We use DOM(pi) to denote the subset of points 
in P that are donAMed by point pi; DOM(pi) contains the points of P that are 
below and to the left of pi. A point of P is a maximum iff no other point of P 
dominates it. From now on we use MAX(P) to denote the set of maxima of P, 
Our algorithm makes use of the following elegant result of Qvermars and van 
LeeuwI=n: There exists a data structure for dynamically maintaining the maxima of 
a set of points in the plane, such that insertions and deletions take time O(log’nj 
per operation (see [S, Section 81). Such an augmented tree structure (as it is called 
in [S]) takes O(n) storage space, and can initially be created in time O(n log n). At 
any time, the maxima re available at the root, in a concatenable queue [ 11 “attach- 
ed” to the root. In addition, each internal node has, attached to it, a concatenable 
queue which contains a subset of the points stored in the tree; we refer t 
to [S] for a description of which points are stored in the concatenable queue of a 
typical internal node (we avoid repeating the excellent exposition given in [S]). 
An augmented tree structure can also support SPLIT and CONCATENATE 
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operations in time 0(log2n) per operation. Even though this is not mentioned ex- 
plicitly in [S], it easily follows from it (we sketch how in the appendix). In other 
words, if the points are stored in the augmented tree structure according to (say) 
their y-coordinate, then a SPLIT operation about any horizontal line y =yo can be 
implemented in time O(log’n). Such a SPLIT operation results in two augmented 
tree structures: One for the points above the horizontal line, and one for those below 
it. A CONCATENATE operation also takes S(log2n) time and has the reverse f- 
fect of a SPLIT. 
Notation. Uppercase SPLIT and CONCATENATE henceforth refer to augment- 
ed tree structure operations, not to be confused with the splitting and concatenation 
of a priority queue as described in [l] (we use lowercase for the latter). 
In the context of this paper, every point will have a label associated with it, and 
we will need to maintain the smallest-labeled maximum at the root of the augmented 
tree structure (more precisely, at the root of the concatenable queue attached to the 
root). Appendix A sketches how this can be done without losing the O(log%z) time- 
per-operation performance. 
We now have all the ingredients which we use in our algorithm. 
3.1. The algorithm 
Let al . . . an be the input sequence. Let Bi be the set of shortest maximal increas- 
ing subsequences of al . . . ai which end with ai. All the sequences in Bi have same 
length as one another, call this length label(i). In the algorithm given below, the sig- 
nificance of predecessor(i) is as follows. If label(i) > 1, then at least one element of 
Bi ends with apredecessor a i l If label(i) = 1 then predecessor(i) = 0. 
Algorithm MINMAX. 
Input: Sequence a1 . . . an. 
Output: A minimum-length maximal increasing subsequence of a1 . l l an. 
Method: The algorithm sets label(l): = 1 and predecessor(l); = 0. Next, the 
algorithm creates points p1 . . . pn in the plane, where pi= (i, ai), 1 s&n. Then the 
algorithm sweeps avertical line L from left to right, maintaining the maxima of the 
set of points to the left of L in an augmented tree structure T. When the left-to-right 
sweeping line L encounters a point pi, the following Steps l-3 are taken: 
Step 1. The algorithm does a SPLIT of T about the horizontal ine y = Y(pi), 
obtaining two augmented tree structures TUP and Tdown. Note that Tdown contains 
AX(DOM(pi)) i a concatenable queue attached to its root, and the 
beled point of AX(DOM(pi)) is attached to the root of this coc 
catenable queue. 
(pi)) is empty then the algorithm sets label(i) : = 1 and 
wise it sets piedecessoriij equai to the index j of the 
smallest-labeled point pj of AX(DOM(pl)), then it sets label(i) : = label(j) + 1. 
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Step 3. Rebuild T by doing a CONCATENATE of Tup and Tdown, then insert pi 
in T. 
After the line L sweeps past p,, (the rightmost of the pi), the algorithm chooses 
a smallest-labeled point in MAX( { pip . . . , pn }), let pk be this point. The algorithm 
then sets p : = ak and then, so long as predecessor(k) # 0, it does /3 : = apre~~essor(k)~ 
followed by k : = predecessor(k). When predecessor(k) = 0the algorithm outputs /3. 
That label(i) and predecessor(i) are computed correctly by the algorithm follows 
from their definitions. That the /3 produced by the algorithm is a shortest maximal 
increasing subsequence follows from the definitions of label and predecessor, and 
the observation that any maximal increasing subsequence must end with an ak such 
that Pk E Mm({ P,, l -• ,P,,)>. 
That the algorithm runs in Q(n log2n) time is an immediate consequence of the 
fact that each of the operations INSERT, SPLIT, CONCATENATE takes 0(log2 n) 
time in an augmented tree structure, and that the smallest-labeled maximum isreadi- 
ly available at the root. 
This completes the proof of the following: 
Theorem 3.1. Given a sequence of integers al . . . a,, , it is possible to find a shortest 
maximal increasing subsequence in time O(n log2n) and space O(n). 
Using Theorems 2.1 and 3.1 we have: 
Theorem 3.2. Finding a minimum independent dominating set in a permutation 
graph can be done in O(n log2n) time and O(n) s-gwe. 
4. Concluding remarks 
In this paper we gave a O(n log2n)-time algorithm to find a shortest maximal in- 
creasing subsequence of a sequence of n numbers. Using this algorithm, we can find 
a minimum independent dominating set of a permutation graph in O(n log2n) time, 
an improvement over the previously known O(n3)-time algorithm. These results 
can be easily extended to the weighted cases. Following the submission of this paper, 
the first author and S.R. Kosaraju have used a very different method to obtain an 
O(n log n)-time solution to the weighted SMIS problem 1631. 
ppendix A 
‘We hi sketch how to perform a of two augmented tree struc- 
tures T, and T2. For the sake of definiteness, assume that each augmented trze is 
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a 2-3 tree [I], and that each concatenable queue at an internal node is itself im- 
plemented as a 2-3 tree (in [S] AVL trees were used, but any balanced tree scheme 
will do, and we chose 2-3 trees because this simplifies the exposition). Let hr and 
h2 be the heights of 7’r and T2, respectively. Assume that hr > h2. Use the pro- 
cedure DOWN described in [5] to trace a path to the rightmost internal node (call 
it v) of ‘rr which is at a height of h2 + 1 (we actually run the 2-3 tree version of 
DOWN rather than the AVL version). Insert the root of T2 as a child of v and run 
the procedure UP described in [5], thus completing the concatenation of Tl and 
T2. The case h, < h2 is symmetrical (i.e. use DOWN along leftmost path of T2 until 
height hr + 1, at which point insert Tl and use UP). The case hr = h2 is trivial 
(create a new root, ..etc). The cost of CONCATENATE is 0( Ihi - to21 l log n) 
because the path affected has length lh, - h,l and each concatenable queue opera- 
tion done along this path costs O(log n) time. 
To perform a SPLIT, first run the procedure DOWN to trace a root-to-leaf path 
in the augmented tree structure (the path ends at the point about which we wish to 
SPLIT the structure). Let L (respectively R) be the set of nodes whose parent is on 
the path traced by DOWN, and that are left (respectively right) child of that parent. 
Each node in L U R is now the root of an augmented tree structure (this follows 
from the way DOWN works [5]). We next CONCATENATE all of the augmented 
tree structures whose roots are in L, obtaining one of the two augmented tree struc- 
tures that result from the SPLIT. If the heights of the trees so CONCATENATEd 
are h&z,1 ..* zhlLI, then this takes time proportional to log n times the quantity 
(h, 42)+(h2--&)+ l ** +(+q-l -Q)=h -+I* 
Since hr = O(log n), the total time tr, CONCATENATE these IL1 structures is 
0(log2n). Finally, we CONCATENATE all the structures whose roots are in R 
(again in O(log2n) time), obtaining the second augmented tree structure resulting 
from the SPLIT. Thus the SPLIT operation can be done in O(log2n) time. 
As previaus!y stated, in the context of this paper, every point will have a label 
associated with it, and we will need to maintain the smallest-labeled maximum at 
the root of the augmented tree structure (more precisely, at the root of the con- 
catenable queue attached to the root). Recall that the concatenable queue stored at 
each node of the augmented tree structure is implemented as a 2-3 tree. Each inter- 
nal node of this concatenable queue stores, in addition to the information specified 
in [5], the smallest label of any point in its subtree. It is trivial to maintain these 
labels in logarithmic time per operation as the concatenable queue is subjected to 
the standard operations it supports (in particular, insertion of a new point, splitting, 
or concatenation). 
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